
ALEPH BILLY COHEN 
Caucusing for the High and Honourable Position of 
CHAPTER ALEPH GODOL of Magen AZA #2360  

 
 

PATRIOTISM ✡ JUDAISM ✡ FILIAL LOVE ✡ CHARITY ✡ CONDUCT ✡ PURITY ✡ FRATERNITY 

Goals and Ideas 

• Start a Chapter-specific scholarship fund to help our members attend all events without having to worry 
about financial burden 

• International Brother/Sister Chapters 

• Sell ‘We are AZA’ toques internationally to raise chapter funds 

• Hold an overnight Chapter Bonding Convention in conjunction with AIT Night 

• More joint programs with chapters in Lake Ontario Region 

• Start a chapter ‘Big Brother/Little Brother’ program 

• Chapter board overnights to ensure board teamwork, not just working within job descriptions 

• Encourage International involvement 

• Involve members in Chapter programming and Chapter business 

• Draft first ever MAGEN AZA #2360 CHAPTER CONSITUTION 

• Increase Magen’s prominence and credibility on the Regional level 

• Hold a Speak UP! Initiative with famous pro-Israeli Member of Parliament, Mark Alder 

Contributions to Chapter Magen AZA #2360 

• Ran and coordinated the vast majority of chapter programs in 2012-2013 year 

• Encouraged three Alephs to run for board positions mid-year 

• Co-coordinated AIT Night 2013, ran an AZA brotherhood program 

• Focused on member retention, made many chapter and event recruitment calls 

• Proposed and passed amendment to the Regional Spring Convention motion at Tournies to guarantee 
equality and fairness to Magen and other smaller chapters 

• Assumed responsibility of Spring Convention spirit gear purchaser 

• Assumed many responsibilities outside my job description as S’gan 

• Represented our chapter at poorly-attended regional events such as AZAA/BBGG 



 

“SING THE PRAISES OF OUR ORDER, SING UP YOU MEN OF AZA!” – UP YOU MEN 

 AZA 

 

Qualifications/Attendance 

Chapter Member  2011-present 

L’Chaim Chapter Beau  2012 

Chapter Aleph S’gan  2012-2013  

Attendance at every chapter program I was able to attend 2011-present  

Beauheart Ball   2012, 2013 

Spring Convention  2012, 2013 

AZA Shabbat  2012 

Tournies Convention  2012 

Mid Year Execs Conference  2013 

AZA BBG INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION WASHINGTON DC  2013 

All AZAA Events  2013 

AIT Night  2012, 2013 

Elections Workshop  2013 

Dear Magen: 

Dear Magen AZA #2360, 

 

 Another year has passed in our chapter. We have had average membership growth, 
low chapter enthusiasm, and little chapter involvement outside of the board. Our chapter 
has reached a standstill, and it is hindering our growth. We need to rev up the engines of our 
chapter. Get more people involved, become one unit as a chapter.  

 If we can unite and become one strong, cohesive chapter, the sky is the limit of what 
we can accomplish. We can bring this chapter to new heights if we work as a team. A 
board that is willing to work and chapter members that are passionate is the perfect formula 
for a successful chapter. I know that we can have that successful chapter if we decide to 
work towards it. I know that every single one of you loves this chapter.  

It is time. Let it grow. Let it thrive. This is our time. 

Fraternally submitted with undying love for Magen AZA #2360 and all my fellow Alephs, 

I remain Aleph Billy Max Cohen. 


